Dear Commissioner Coppel and Commissioner Chester


We read with interest the submissions made by a range of stakeholders to the PC IP arrangements draft report. Elsevier is a member of the Australian Publishers Association, which submitted a response here. Notwithstanding our support for APA’s submission, we thought it would be helpful to write separately to the PC to clarify an issue raised by the Australasian Open Access Strategy Group (AOASG) in its submission.

The AOASG response singles out Elsevier’s open access arrangements as follows and misrepresents them: “For articles that are apparently open access, Elsevier, for example, requires that authors grant Elsevier an exclusive license (https://www.elsevier.com/about/companyinformation/policies/copyright) to publish for article published under a CC BY license (intended to be the most liberal of the licenses). This is direct contradiction of both the spirit and the letter of the Creative Commons license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).”

Authors publishing open access articles with Elsevier retain copyright in their agreement with us, and grant us an exclusive license to publish their work. Separately authors have a choice between two end user reuse licenses: a commercial CC-BY license or a non-commercial CC-BY-NC-ND license, granting readers rights to reuse the article. It is up to authors to choose how they wish their work to be reused, we do not make this choice for them; this arrangement is entirely separate to the rights the author grants us as their publisher.

The following graphic may help explain this further:

![Diagram explaining copyright and license arrangements]
In summary therefore Elsevier’s open access publishing options support the AOASG’s desire to see author’s retain copyright in their works and, through the reuse license choices we offer to authors, similarly supports the AOASG desire for works to be reused. We do not agree that others should impose a particular reuse license on authors, as is proposed by the AOASG.

Yours sincerely

Gemma Hersh
Policy Director, Elsevier